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           Introduction

In this science fair project, the tween ( pre teen ) 

and teen brain will be tested through a series of 

challenges that relate to what part of your brain 

works the hardest in most of what we do ( the 

cerebral cortex ).Both teen and tween will be 

stopwatched to see how long it takes to get 

through the challenges. Welcome to The Tween 

& Teen Wars ! 



                Question

> What part of life are you in to 

where your brain is most accurate 

and efficient in the fastest time 

possible? Are you a Tween ( pre 

teen ) or a Teen when your brain is 

most accurate and efficient?



              Hypothesis

When testing the Tweens and Teens in all 5 

challenges, the teens will win the war 

because, due to some studies, the teen brain 

is calmer for a small amount of time before 

stress starts to build up. When doing the 

tests, the Teen brain will win this war. 



                           Materials 

> Stopwatch  ( in seconds )       >  3 Would You Rather 

                                                                                  questions                  

> Recording Sheet                                         > Basketball 

> Words in Different

 Languages                                                      > Basketball court

> 5 Books  with                                          > 22 Building Blocks

With different titles



                                 Procedures

1. To do the challenge that is going to test emotion, you  need a Basketball & 

Basketball court. Have subjects  shoot from the free point line. They will try 

to make 5 free point shots while people are  booing them. 

2. To do the challenge that tests memory, you will need  22 Building Blocks.  

Build a small tower. Have subjects  examine the tower very closely. When 

they  are ready, they will take the tower apart and rebuild the tower, block 

for block.

3. To do the challenge to test thought, you will need the Books. Have subjects 

examine  their titles.  Have subjects  put the books in alphabetical order.  

4. To do the challenge to test reasoning, you will need the Would You Rather 

Questions.  Ask the subjects some would you rather questions. The 

questions can be anything. Subjects  will say which answer they  would 

rather choose and why they  chose that answer. 

5. To do the challenge to test language, you will need the Different Languages. 

Say a  word ( an easy word ) in a different language and subjects will try to 

guess the word and what language is being spoken. 

> ALL CHALLENGES WILL BE TIMED



Tween & Teen Wars Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3 Challenge 4 Challenge 5
Language Test Building blocks Would You Rather Books Basketball

Person 1   TW        13.78 sec       3 min       39.16 sec         42.61 sec       31.91 sec

Person 2   TW        35.25 sec       3 min       28.12 sec         32.71 sec       39.65 sec

Person 3   TW        26.34 sec       2 min       46.35 sec         39.34 sec       1 min

Person 4   TW        38.72 sec       2 min 26 sec      1 min 45 sec         20.15 sec       30 sec

Person 5   TW        33.62 sec       3 min 32 sec       25.38 sec         22.88 sec       44 sec

Person 6   TW        17.28 sec       2 min 19 sec       35.87 sec         14.27 sec       32.08 sec

Person 7   TW        28.50 sec       3 min 26 sec       34.94 sec         14.56 sec       25.75 sec

Person 8   TW        27.14 sec       2 min 39 sec       25.16 sec         20.12 sec       42.19 sec

Person 9   TW        24.66 sec       4 min 21 sec       44.28 sec         18.53 sec       40.31 sec

Person 10  T        18.47 sec       2 min 44 sec       28.90 sec         35.38 sec       21.62 sec

Person 11  T        43.78 sec       2 min 31 sec       42.97 sec         50.65 sec       28.41 sec

Person 12  T        41.7 sec         2 min 26 sec               27.31 sec            21.53 sec       29.65 sec

Person 13  T        51.36 sec       1 min 42 sec              37.57 sec         53.53 sec       33.40 sec

Person 14  T        28.3 sec       1 min 24 sec       27.16 sec         19.66 sec      1 min 31 sec

        T= Teens   TW= Tweens



The Average amount of seconds it took to               
finish the challenges



                    Discussion 

Some things learned along the way were that tweens in the building block 
challenge were taking their time to look at the block tower and then they 
would rebuild it super fast

In the would you rather questions, the tweens would answer super fast 
when the questions were asked. Maybe because their brain was still young 
and they were going with their gut feeling. On the other hand, the teens 
were actually exploring their options since they have a little more 
knowledge and more reasoning. For example, one of the questions was, 
would you rather be a robot or alien? Most of the tweens would pick robot 
right away. But, the teens would think about what they would pick for a 
couple seconds because they were exploring their knowledge and their 
reasoning behind what they picked and why they picked what they would 
rather pick



 Ideas For Future Research

Some Ideas for future research would be, 
> Have more challenges
> test grown ups
Testing grown-ups could really tell people if 
maybe a grown ups brain is more accurate 
and efficient. Also, there could be more 
challenges to test the whole brain instead of 
just the cerebral cortex. 



          Conclusion

>After seeing the results, my hypothesis ,was wrong. 

>Some of the teens were a little stressed when doing 

challenges. Some tweens were actually pretty calm. In 

the results, the tween brain has gotten done with the 

challenges more faster. 

>My hypothesis was wrong and the tween brain is more 

accurate and efficient in the challenges I have given 

them. 

>I wish I had more Teens to test though.


